DATA SHEET

Managed Security Services
powered by ActiveEye technology

Business is increasingly being conducted on mobile devices and cloud
services, making it difficult for traditional IT and security teams to keep
up. With the frequency and severity of attacks increasing, organizations
need the people, technology, and proven methods to swiftly recognize and
respond to threats.
Crypsis bridges your security gaps through continuous monitoring of
network, endpoint, and cloud activity, backed with 24x7 support from our
security operation center (SOC) experts. Our managed security service,
powered by ActiveEyeSM, prevents small security events from evolving into
bigger incidents, and reduces the time required to detect, contain, and
eradicate threats. With years of experience in real-world incident detection
and response, we focus on your security so you can focus on your business.
From network traffic monitoring and control to compliance reporting and
tracking, we serve as the extension to your security team through our
comprehensive managed services approach.

Bridge the gap
to 24x7 detection
and response

In-depth
protection
Get comprehensive
data protection
and 24x7 cyber
security coverage.
The ActiveEye team
continuously monitors
your systems and data
to detect and respond
to threats.

Improved
visibility
View network,
endpoint, and cloud
activity in one place to
get full visibility into
all your environments.

Expert
assistance
Our dedicated team
of US-based analysts
and consultants
provide actionable
recommendations to
prevent incidents,
minimize damage,
and implement best
practices.

Detection &
Response

Security
Governance

Reporting

Detect and prioritize
threats across cloud
and on-premise
infrastructure

Detect
misconfigurations
or policy violations
that create risk

Prove compliance
with NIST CSF
benchmarks and
other frameworks
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Threat analytics
ActiveEye learns who and what is
attacking your organization, building
a threat database that analysts can
add to manually as well. Advanced
machine learning uses this data
while profiling users to detect
account takeover or insider threats.

Alert prioritization and
SOC metrics
Leverage expertise across the
team, enabling collaboration and
documenting it for future reference.

Endpoint
Protect your endpoints with threat detection,
asset discovery, internal traffic analysis, and
log collection.

SaaS applications
Whether it’s Office 365, G Suite, or Salesforce,
ActiveEyeSM protects assets as you move to
the cloud.

• ActiveEye rank orders alerts
so analysts are focused on the
highest risks.
• ActiveEye captures key metrics
around work loads, ability to
meet service levels, and response
actions taken.

Features
24x7 Monitoring and Alerting

Cloud infrastructure
Gain visibility into your cloud infrastructure
to stay productive and secure. We monitor
configuration settings and network anomalies
to keep your cloud safe.

Enterprise network
Meet compliance requirements and detect
threats with NIDS, monitoring, log retention,
reports, and vulnerability assessment.

Customizable Content Filtering
Online Portal to View and
Manage Alerts
Archival Event-logging from
Multiple Devices
Cloud Application and
Infrastructure Monitoring
Endpoint Monitoring
Compliance Reporting
Anomaly Detection and Reporting
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